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Scientific Process for Detecting Martian Life
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A biosignature is an activity, object, substance,
and/or pattern whose origin specifically requires 

a biological agent.

The usefulness of a biosignature is determined 
not only by the probability that life produced it,   
but also by the improbability that nonbiological 

processes produced it. 

Biosignature types: 
Activity  Objects Substances Patterns

Biosignature - Definition
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A key challenge is to identify and visit sites where 
any biosignatures are both accessible and 

sufficiently abundant to be detectible. 

The temporal and spatial distribution of any 
biosignatures of extant life will be highly 

heterogeneous due to the processes that control 
habitability and preservation. 

Biosignature Occurrences







Locations of biosignatures at the surface
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Arrays of biosignature types increase the probability 
for detecting extant life - hypothetical examples:



Hydrothermal sites on Mars are ideal to search for 
evidence of life (Walter & Des Marais, 1993)

“Oases”:  sources of near-surface water
Reduced chemical species provide sources of energy for life
Range of conditions sustains large diversity of biota
Mineral deposits preserve evidence of environments and life
Sites of ancient spring deposits have been found on Mars

10 m
Bumpass Hell, Lassen V.N.P. Home Plate, Gusev crater,  >3.5 b.yr. ago (artist conception)



young crater



If the origin of a biosignature can be confirmed 
to be geologically recent, then it probably 
indicates that life still exists somewhere. This 
scenario applies if, for example, the biosignature 
was delivered from a habitable environment 
located elsewhere. Or the biosignature might 
have been created at the sample site under a 
geologically recent environment that was more 
habitable than it is today.

Biosignatures Revealing Extant Life
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